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Let me get the big con out of the way first, as others have mentioned it: because it folds up, not rolls

up, this map does end up with some creases in it. As others have pointed out here, you can lie a

heavy book (such as most RPG handbooks, from the Pathfinder Core Rules to the D&D Player's

Handbook) on the creases to flatten it out pretty quickly, and I've found just pressing it flat works too

- but the crease can get annoying when wiping it down as sometimes ink gets caught in it.That said,

this still gets 5 starts from me - I initially was going to give it 4, but that would be unfair as this is one

of my best purchases as a Dungeon Master/Game Master. Full disclosure: prior to this mat, I never

really used a battle grid when playing RPGs - most combat was very "in your head." At a certain

point I decided to try out combat with the paper grid found in the back of the D&D DM's Handbook,

and while I found it to have many advantages (notably that things like flanking were easier to keep

track of), the paper grid was not something I necessarily trusted to hold up well to significant use, so

I ordered this map as it was one of the more inexpensive and well-reviewed options I could find. I

have thus far not been disappointed: once you get past the creases as mentioned above, this map

is great: it's large, hold up very well to play, is easy to write on and wipe off, and, thanks to it's two

sides, let's you easily prepare, say, the forested area around and dungeon entrance on one side,

and the actual layout for inside the dungeon on the other (or any combination of two areas ready to

go at once - obviously, your imagination comes into play).While it's nothing super fancy, it looks

good too, so that's a plus.
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